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From: Subject: Date: To: Cc:



Daniel McShan [email protected] Re: rtGCS Today June 8, 2015 at 4:33 PM Allen Bishop [email protected] [email protected], Constantin Diehl [email protected], Don Hume [email protected]



As I have explained, we can certainly compile for Windows if you provide me with the laptop to develop with. It’s running on OSX, on Intel. Not iOS (which is ARM). iOS runs on iPhones, OSX on desktops/laptops. As you say, your prospects require stable field operations - I would strongly recommend linux over Windows 7. It will run on the same machine - just as rugged, but far more robust. It will also make development much more straightforward and robust (we have linux machines). As for the autopilot, it’s done, and deserves no further development. It was on the Hummingbird I, delivered as such, ready to demonstrate. You removed it. More to the point, it’s irrelevant to your success. It’s an autopilot that you aren’t going to use with avionics that you aren’t going to use flying a platform that you aren’t going to use. That said, if you insist on this demonstration, I will see if I can get Justin to come up this week - but he is reluctant to do anything more without pay, and I can’t really blame him. I can see no reason for you to continue to withhold payment for our April and May invoices. We are clearly on the path you desire. I would propose the correct path forward is to settle up on the April/May invoices, sign a new contract for June and beyond as you desire, and develop a plan forward to get GCS and the Hummingbird avionics into a flightworthy state. This is your path for success. Let me know, Dan



On Jun 8, 2015, at 3:58 PM, Allen Bishop  wrote: Dan: While I appreciate the movement forward with the GCS and Simulator, both of these elements must be demonstrable on the PC platform (Specifically the Ruggedized GETAC Unit we have chosen for deployment). IOS based platforms are not suitable for harsh environmental conditions such as field operations in both commercial and military environments. All of our prospects want and expect the software to run on the WINTEL platform. So any demonstration on IOS is not in our interest at this time. In addition, the Autopilot running on the current version of PixHawk is also required. Again, I offer you access to the Hummingbird I and the GETAC Laptop for installation and demonstration at our facilities. Regards,



Allen -----Original Message----From: Daniel McShan [mailto:[email protected]] Sent: Monday, June 08, 2015 2:26 PM To: Allen Bishop; ; Constantin Diehl; Don Hume Subject: rtGCS Today Dearest RefTEK: Below is a video of your rtGCS with working, scalable gauges and linked visualizer. Fuel and weight gauges work, but are pending data to drive them, likewise the vehicle widget. We clearly still need a better vehicle model and real elevation data to meet your specifications, but it’s a good start. And, I believe, more than ample demonstration that we are where we should be. Having studied the other ground control systems at AUVSI, I would argue that it is currently a best in class ground control system even with these shortcomings. We still have a bit of work to do as outlined, but I hope that this satisfies your requirements for release of payment for April and May so that we may continue to evolve this product for you, and get the avionics we need to feed it real data. Having the ESCi board will not only give us real data, but will get you valuable power/current/temp/rpm data for your motors which will be invaluable for flight testing so as to avoid overtasking the motors while manually throttling the system. This is on my Mac laptop. We can still compile for Windows 7, of course. Though, I was giving it some thought and my recommendation is that a linux install on the laptop will be more stable and more secure and less nuisanceful for your customers (and our development) with regards to licensing, updates, etc. We can support that as well. Here’s the video link. I scaled it down to 480p, but can demo it for you live in all it’s glory whenever you like. https://drive.google.com/a/syzygyx.com/file/d/0B8KhGyPoh1C0aFJaYXlpNEJoUFU=



--This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software. https://www.avast.com/antivirus
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Jun 8, 2015 - Not iOS (which is ARM). iOS runs on iPhones, OSX on desktops/laptops. As you say, your prospects require stable field operations - I would. 
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